Future Proof Your Home
The Challenge of Rising Energy Costs
The impact of huge energy price increases on home owners and landlords is being felt all around the
UK. Although there is some talk about price caps the reality that most people are seeing their bills
rocket to unprecedented levels – leaving them a lot poorer. The impact of this situation threatens
prosperity, mental health, well-being and in the 21st Century it just seems plain wrong!!
The Renewable Energy Independence (REIP) Solution
The Renewable Energy Independence Programme (REIP) has been established as a solution based
pathway to help as many UK homeowners as possible to tackle the problem and take swift action.
One cost effective solution you can benefit from is installing money saving renewable energy
systems such as Energy Storage Batteries that enable you to utilise off-peak low cost energy storage
at night – and then used that low cost stored during the day instead of high cost grid energy.
The beauty of Energy Storage Batteries is that installation through our certified electrical contractor
network is quick and easy, making you cash positive from day one. They can be installed in most
residential properties including flats and apartments.
Through the REIP initiative there is also a flexible payment option so that you can spread the cost
and enjoy the benefit of overcoming existing and future high energy costs.
Bonus
As a bonus, through the Renewable Energy Independence Programme (REIP) home owners will also
be gifted an Infrared Heating Panel (worth £400) in the form of an artwork canvas that simply plugs
in to warm a room for a fraction of the cost of radiators or other conventional heating appliances.
Flexible funding facilities are in place to make this Energy Battery Storage system transition easier
than ever and provide cost savings and benefits from day one.
Next Steps
If you are looking to “Future Proof Your Business” and become more Off-Grid dependent you need
to take action now and have your questions answered. In the first instance please call Graham now
for a no obligation chat on 07870 222771.

